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1 Introduction 

The search for quark-gluon plasma (QGP) in hadron-nucleus and nucleus-nucleus col
lisions is the main goal of the future experiments at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider 
(RHIC) at Brookhaven and the Large Hadron Col!ider (LHC) at CERN (1, 2, 3]. Numerous 
signatures of the unusual properties of nuclear matter at extreme conditions (high density, 
temperature, multiplicity, etc.) are proposed to study [4]. For example, there is an en
hancement of strange particle production in the final state with respect to the typical level 
of the normal hadronic collision [5]. The enhancement is explained as the consequence of 
the chiral symmetry restoration {6). The observed Jft/J- suppression is related to the color 
screening effect and the enhancement of "open charm" ( D-mesons) production is predicted 
{7]. The 1> production rate is expected ·to be extremely sensitive to changes in the quark 
mass [8] due to a possible chiral phase transition at high energy densities. Prompt photon 
production can provide direct information on the early phases of the parton interaction -
thermal radiation from QGP and mixed phases [9). Lepton pair production by hadron:iza
tion processes has been widely discussed as a possible signature of QGP formation [10]. 
Lepton final states can relate information from the early and dense phase of the system 
owing to their minimal final state interaction. The study of the J ftjJ, tjJ', andY production 
gives information on mechanism of Debye screening and deconfinement {7]. Correlations 
between identical bosons provide information on the freezeout geometry, the expansion 
dynamics and on the existence of QGP [11]. General indication of a phase transition is the 
appearance of the dynamical :fluctuations of particle ratio, energy and entropy density as 
a function of PL and/or rapidity. The fluctuations have been predicted to arise from the 
process of hadronization of QGP [12]. 

However, there is no single clearly established signature of tl;te QGP and, therefore, 
access to many observables simultaneously will be critical for identifying the event in which 
QGP is formed. It is important to study the observables which are well defined in hadron~ 
hadron collisions and are sensitive to the nature of phase transition from hadron to quark
gluon degrees of freedom. The investigation shall address in depth the space-time evolution 
of the collision. The invariant inclusive cross sections for the production of charged hadrons, 
direct photons, Drell-Yan pairs, heavy mesons with beauty and charm, hyperons aud jets 
can be considered as one of the possible experimental observables to study the unusual 
properties of nuclear matter at extreme conditions. Data on the inclusive processes as a 
function of incident energy, momentum, angle and type of the produced particles will be 
accessible experimentally. 

In the paper we suggest to use the concept of the z-scaling [13) to the description of 
inclusive produCtion cross sections in pA interactions at high· energies. The scaling was 
applied for the analysis of the inclusive particle production in pp or pp collisions ill the 
energy range Js > 30 GeV. The scaling function H(z) .is expressed via the invariant 
inclusive cross section Efi3ajdq3 and the multiplicity density dN/dTJ of charged particles 
produced at the c.m.s. pseudorapidity 'fJ = 0. It was found that the H(z) is independent of 
·c.m.s. energy -JS and angle 0 of the inclusive particle. The symmetry properties of H(z) 
allow us to connect the inclusive production cross sections for different particles ( 1r±, J(±). 
The corresponding transformation parameters - ah/1r+ have been interpreted as a ratio of 
their characteristic formation lengths. In this scenario the scaling function H(z) describes 
the probability to form the hadron with a formation length z. The universality of H(z) 
means that the hadronization ·mechanism of particle production is of universal nature. We 
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suggest that the-difference between E(z) for pp and- HA(z) for pA collil)ions can give definite 
evidence about the character of nuclear medium which influences the production process. 
We propose that the dependence of HA(z) on z for hadronic and QGP phases of nuclear 
matter can be quantitatively _distinguished. 

The __ met}_l()_ctof constructing thescaling function HA(z) for tll.e p +A~ h +X process 
if] __ ~_escribecJ in Sec._ II. In Sec. III we show that the availal,>le experimental ·data for the 
pA collisions (A = d, Ti, and W) confirm the z-scaling predicted for jllclusive particle 
production in pp or -jjp interactions at high energies. The parameters representing rela
tive formati\)n lengths fo:~; 11"*--' and x± -meson production have been established for pd 
inte_racti_ons at p = 400 GeVfc. The A-dependence of the scaling function is studied. It 
i;I~U:~~f-ihai, th.~_-f~rrU.ati-Oll Iengih -0( pr0duced--p3fiide deCreases due to nuclear matter 
influence. The prediction for the scaling function HAu(z) for 1r+-mesmi production in pAu 
~ollisions at the energy ,fi = 200 GeV/n and for the detection angles 0 = 15°,90°, and 
165° is made. Verification of the z-scaling in pA collisions in high z range at BNL RHIC 
and' Q~RN LH C_ all owl! 11s t9 _st:u_dy the tr~nsi_tion regime (rom hadron to QG P phase· and 
hop~ftJ.llyj_t Y(ill help_ to_establi?h_ the gen_e_-..:a_l fe~tl,l!'~- of the constituent interactions in the 
H~~l~~! W,edW:ir}~~--~- -

2 Scaling funCtion H(z) 

We start with the investigation-of the inclusive process 

M1 + M 2 ~ m 1 +X; (I) 

where M1 and Mz are masses of the cOlliding nuclei- ( Oi" liadfoilS r arid ril1 is the mass of 
the-inclusive particle. In accordarice with St'avinsky's ideas (14) the gros_s featu~es of the 
inClusive particle distributions foi- the reaction (1) at high energieS Can be descfihed in 
terms of the corresponding ki:Uematical chanlcteristjcs of the exclUsive subproce$S 

· (xiM1) + (x 2M2)"> m1+ (x1M1 + i 2M 2 + m2) .. (2) 

The parameter m2 is introduced in connection with internal conservatiOn laws (for isospin, 
baryon number, and strangeness). The x 1 . andx2 are the scale-invariant fr~ctions of the 
incoming4-moinenta P1 Imd P2 of the colliding objects .. The c.m.s. e;tergy of the subprocess 
(2) is defined ru; 

s!/2 = ..j(xtPt + XzPz)2 (3) 

and represents the energy of the colliding constituents necessary for the production of the 
inclusive particle. In accordance-with the-space-time picture of hadron interactions'at the 
partdn level the <;ross section for the production of the inclusive particle is governed by the 
minimal energy of colliding partons 

q rv'ljs,.i ... (xt, xz). (4) 

We find the fractions x 1 and x2 , which correspond to the minimal value Of Eq. (3), under 
the additional constraint 

8flq(Xt, Xz) = 0, 
&x, 

2 

OD.q{xt,Xz)--= Q, 
&x, 

(5) 

where Llq(x1ox2 ) is given by the equation 

(x1P1 + x2 P2 - q)2 = (x1M 1 +x2M 2 + m 2 )' + L>,(x1,x2 ) (6) 

and q is the 4-momentum of the secondary particle with mass m1. So we determine the 
fractions x 1 and x 2 in the way to minimize the value of D.q, simultaneously fulfilling the 
symmetry requirement of the problem, i.e. A1x1 =- Azxz for the inclusive particle detected 
at gQ0 -in the corresponding N N center-of-mass· system. This gives 

_ x2 (P1q) + M 1m, 
xz---- A2 - (P1P2)- M 1M 2 . 

_ x1 (P2 q) + M2m 2 x, = A, = (P1P2).:.. M1M,' 
(7) 

Here A 1 and A 2 are mass numbers and X1 and X2 are the fractions of the colliding nuclei 
expressed in units of the nucleon mass. Note, that x1 and x 2 are therefore less than 1 for all 
values of q.- The minimal value of D.q corresponds to the subprocess (2) with the minimal 
released energy in the direction opposite to the inclusive particle m 1 • 

In accordance with the self-similarity principle we search for the solution 

du 
dz = ,P(z), (8) 

where '1/J( z) has to be a scaling function and choose the variable z as a physically mean
ingful variable which could reflect the self-similarity (scale invariance) as a general pat
tern of the hadron production. The invariant 'differential cross section for the produc
tion of the inclusive particle- m1 dependS on two variables, say ql. and qll, ·through z = 

z(x,(q.L, qu), x,(q.L, qu)) in the following way: 

Ed
3
u = _2_ (d,P(z) !.!__!.!__ + ,P(z)~) . 

dq3 s1r dz Ox1 8x2 8x1 Oxz 
(9) 

This can be shown by partially differentiating using the approximation to the Jacobian <_>f 

the transformation (7) which at high energies tends to the value -2q.L/(sE). If we choose 
for z = ..;s;JQ, with a scale Q which in a first approximation does not depend on x1 and 
xz, we get 

d"u . (s112
) 

Q'E dq3(q.L,qu) = 41-i Q (10) 

from the express_ion (9) in the high energy region. The function 11.(z) is determined by the 
equation 

1-i(z) = __ 1 (d,P(z) + ,P(z)) 
16,- dz -z- · (11) 

We specify the variable z in the case of pA interactions in analogy with the z-scciling 
·construction for the elementary pp or pp collisions. We determine the scale Q to be pro
portional to the dynamical quantity- average multiplicity density dN/d1JI,=o(s) produced 
in pA collisions. The point 11 = 0 represents the angle 0 = goo in the corresponding N N 
center-of-mass System. We postulate 

5t/2 
- " . 

z- l!.M · dN(O)/d~' 
(12) 
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where the coefficient ~M has the dimension of enefgy and we determine it as "the reaction 
enetgy of the incluSive reaction" or, in other words, as the kinetic energy transmitted 
fiom the initial -channel to the final channel of the subproceSs (2). From the total energy 
conservation we have 

tlM = M + m- m1 - (x1m + x 2 M + m2 ) = TJ- (T;- En)= Tj- T;", (13) 

with M and m being nucleuS and protoit masses. The T., Tj, and ER are the initial kinetic 
energy, the-kinetic e:p-er_g_y ill: the final state of the subprocess _(2)_; and the energy consumed 
OI{ creation of the~sOciate -inUltiplicity, reSpecti~~IY. Inserting Eq. (12) into Eq. (9), we 
obtain the expression 

,d"u -
Edq' ~"" 

~~ •.. • ~ ·· 1 ~ (d,P(z) ... ~ ,P(z) ) 
4rr[dN(O)/d~j2(M+m)2 dz h,(x,xz)+~z~h2(x1 ,x2 ) , (14) 

where the functions h1 rutd h2 ·are defiried in Appendix. They can be written in a simple 
approximate form (A7) and (A8) at high energies (Vi> 30 GeV). In this energy region 
h2 ~ h1 ::::::: h(x1,x2 ). Therefore, according to Eqs. (A7), (14), and (11), we obtain the 
approximate relation 

'HA(z) = (M + m)2[dN(O)/d~J 2 . Ed"". 
4h(x,x2 ) dq3 (15) 

This relatiqn connects the incl~siv_e di_fferential_ cross sec_tion and the multiplicity density 
with the scaling functioll 1tA(Z}. ·The propertj_e_s _ _of ihe functions '1/J(z) and 1t(z) under 
scale transformations of their argument z can be written in the following form 

z' 
z=

a 

I ("') ,P(z) -7 .P'(z') = ;;_ · .P ·--;;_ 

'H(z) """"'H'(z') = : 2 • 'H ( ~). 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

In order to compare 1-lA(z) for pA with 1-l(z) for pp collisions, we normalize the scaling 
function as follows 

1 
HA(z) = - ·1-IA(z). 

Jl;nel 
(19) 

The coefficient R;.nel = af,.:daf!e~ is the ratio of the corresponding inelastic cross sections 
[15]. Finally, we exploit the symmetry property (18) and perform the transformation of 
the Scale 

Z=A·z, 

For H A as a function of Z we get 

1 
HA(z)..., A'· HA(z). 

HA(z) _ (A -I+ 5 :_ x,- Ax,)4m2(dN(O)jd~)' . uf:e~. Ed"u,A 
- 4A2[(A- I+ 5)2 - (x1 - Axz)2] uf:0

1 
dq' ' 
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(21) 

when· ti = 1- (m 1 + m 2)m- 1 • We omit tlw har symbol over th~ letter;; in the rest of the 
papn. 

Now Wl' would like to present some qualitative picture, the substantial elements of which 
a.r<' Lh<' basic characteristics of thC'_ underlying parton subprocess (:2) in terms of the scaling 
proposed. If proton-nucleus or nucleus-nucleus _ro_l_lision is considered as an ensemble of 
individu<~l nuckoiHmcleon collisions, the inclusive cross section (9) for particle production 
in t.h(' ;\ + A -t h +X pron~ss ran be written as follows 

!-..: d/:
1

~ "' j{ II do;d2
/.:J.; · /~v, ( o:,.l.·l.;) · /1~ ('"'. Ql.i - .:i.k1.i)} · a: q

1 
( ~~~·) • /J~(.: ). 

((/' i=l.2 ' ' a; a; 1 (22) 

Tlw invariant cross section (22) is proportional to the structure functions f~· , ~~~, and 

t.lw fragmentaUon func:Lion [J~. The func-tions f~:· (c., k1.) and .f,'{!Jn. k1.) d~·,;C-nd '~n· the 
light COIH' variable(\'= k+IP+ (P± =Po± Pz) and the transn.•rsc momentum 1.·1.· Th(' r~· 
and f:'{, takl' int.o account tliP-nude01i- and part.on momentum distributions in nudl'lls and 
nucleon, .r('Sp('ctively. Thl' formula (2:2) cau lw exteuded to the cas(-' in which the dusters 
denoted by index N rCpret'!ent, bt'sides t.\i(• nud~·ons, QC'D bags, flucloils. st-raugC'let ts aud 
so 011. The integration over th<' cluster Variables o-1 and k.1.. 1 is nontrivial in t..his case and t.!ll' 
('Oiln~pt of pa.rton strurL~u:e fuucliou of 1-IUdPi G(.rJ ~s usually int.rodun;d [16]. Pn.•seHC<' of 
nuclear matter affects the fragm<'ntat.ion of secondary parlous, <IS \\'('11. The indusiv(' cross 
scdiou (22) depends on the fundiou /J~.AI.A2 (.:) which reflects th(' fragmentation J>rOn'ss 
of prpduced_ parton q. The fragmc,nt.ation is iHfluenccd by the chara('t.er of nudear m<'dium 
formed in the moment of the collision. As we have nwntion<'d ahon• till' cross ~·wct.ion of 
hadron interactions at tlw partQn lev~l_t.o produce the indusiw part.id(' is go\·eJ"U<'d by·the 
minimal energy of col1iding parl.ons CT "-' lf."~miu(.'I:.,J·2 ). ThereforP, \Vl' write t.h<' expr<'ss!~m 
(22) in tlw form 

,(Pa 1 
1'- ~ · C (r ) G ( ) JJ' dq3 Smin(:i:l,.r2' -'AI' lmi" . ·~h ·~"2min . q, .. !J...tA::), ' (23) 

wiH~n· ·~'lmi .. _<wd :r211,;,. satisfy tlw conditicm -~(.rlmi>l,:rzmin) = ·'~mi"(.l'l··r2)_. 
It i_Seasy t.o_show. that iu the infinit.c monH'nt.un'l fra_me of_collidiHg objects thP \'ariahiP:-; 

;~; 1 and J'z d<'fined by tlw_ formula (7) coiucide with the expressious :1· 1 = q+fP•+ and 
:r2 = q+fPZ+ which are the well known lighl-eouc variables. Th('ort'\.ically, the lwst ('XI reme 
condition to study the QGI> would be in the' kinematic reginw of full cnmula.t.ion of bot.h 
nuclei. The asymptotic rcgiml' is given by .r 1 -t A1 and/Or .1· 1 -t -'1 1 •• r 2 -t 1\ 2 for p.-\ 
aud/or AA ('ollisions, respectively. Higher st.agc of tlw cumulation <'OITPspmuls t.o t.lu• l<~rgn 
values of the variable z (12). 
- It. is .(ISSIIJll('d t.hat the fragmentation func\.ion n:;,.<\1,.42 depends on t.h(' rclat.ivl' formation 
length .:/:::ma.r of the produced_ pa.rt.ic!P 111 1. Heally, the variab](•:: n111 b(' iolt•rpr('\.l'd in 
tcrllll-! of parl.on-parton collision with l.ht• subsPquent format.iou of a string st.rct.dwd by 
!.he l(•ading quark out of which the inclusive partid(• is fornu•d. TIH· 111inimal t'IU'rgy of the 
colliding constituents s:,{;~ is just. t.he energy of tlw st. ring which comu•ct.s t.hl' t.wo ohjP<'I.s in 
t.lw final_ st<l.t.(~_of I. he subprOC<'SS (2). Thl-' off-slwll lwha.viour of t.lw subprocess n>ITt'SJHllllb 
to a scenario in- whic-h the st. ring has th(' maximal possible spa.n•-lik(' virf.u<1lit.y. Tlw strinp:; 
twolves further, splitfl into pil't"PS d<'cr('asing so it.s virtua.lit.y. Tht' r<'sult.<lnt. 1111111lH'r of 
the string pieces is proportional to numlwr or dPnslt.y of t.lw final hadrons m<·asun•d in 
experiment. Therefore, we interpret. tlw ratio 
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.,fSh = ,;s;/(dN(O)/d'l) {24) 

a~;-a q·uan:tity"piO[>Ottional-to the energy-of a String-piece .JSh, ·which does not Split already, 
but_ during the hadronization Converts into the observed hadron. The process of string 
splitting is self-similar in the sense that the leading piece of a string forgets the st"ring 
history arid its hadronization doeS ~ot depend On the number and behaviour- of other 
pieces. The factor I::!.M in the definitionof z is proportional to the kinetic energy of the 
two objects in the _final s~ate of the_s_uhprocess (2} and it can be considered therefore as 
something w_hich reflects the _tension of__the)>tring._ We_ w_rite finally 

.,fSh = f:lM · >., {25) 

where ,\ can be regarded as the length of the elementary string peace or more precisely the 
ratio of the_length -to it~ ch_ar_~ct~risth:~ (~,g, average or maximal) value. 

The dirp.ell_~_i(;nl~l_px~p~rtif.)S t?f ~h~ ~cali_llg fttnction __ 1:(_(z)__~onfirm mentioned above. One 
can see fro;m Eq~ _(11) that they dep_~_nd on the dimen_sion of-iis argument. If we require the 
argument z to be dimensionless, then 1t(z) has the dimension of {fm2

]. For dimensionless 
scaling function_1t(z) we find the argument z to have the dimension of [fm1

]. From the 
transformation prOperties (i6), (18); irid from-(23), -it-follows then 

HA(<)- D~(),). {26) 

SO, we interpret -the variable z as a quaiitity proportional to-the length Of the elemen
tary string, or to -the formation length, on which the inclusive hadron is formed from its 
QCD ancestor. In this picture we interpret the variable z as a hadronization parameter, 
namely as hadronization length. The. scaling function H(z) reflects local properties of the 
hadronization process. 

3 Z-scaling in pA-collisions 

Before analyzing the results on -z-scaling in pA collisions we would like to remind of 
th·e-_ies·u-lts concCrriin-g" the-fulldion-H(Z) -ro-t ·cllatged--ha:drons· produCed 'in pp(pp ):..:collisions 
at y'S = 53- 1800 GeV and 0 = 90°. The function H(z) is shown in Figure I. The 
experimental data are taken from [17, 18, 19]. The sQli~ line corresponds to the fit of the 
data.. Note that the data On inclusive crosS-sectionS at VS = 630 GeV cover the kinematic 
region of transverse momenta of~hesec~ndary_particles up to qi = 24 GeV/c. The result 
defnOnstrates the Universality, the z~scaling, found in hadron-hadron collisions at high 
energies. Since the function is well defined for hadron-hadron collisions, it can be used to 
analyze the hadron-nucleus collisions as well. Study of the z-scaling in pA interactions can 
give information regarding sigllals of the quark-gluon plasma creation. 

We exploit the experirrierital, data '[22] On--the inclusive 1r± and K±-meson production in 
11 + d -----+ h +X process at incoming momentum p_ = 400 GeV fc. The dependence of the 
invariant cross sections on the transverse momentum qi is shown in Fig.2. The data can 
be expressed in terms of universal function Hd(z) in-dependence on the scaling variable-z 
as presented in Fig.3. The scaling functions for all types of secondary particles coincide 
with each other up to the scaling transformation (19). The scale factors w~re interpreted 
as the ratio of characteristic formation lengths ahln:+ = zh / zn:+ of the individual hadrons. 
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Results illustrated in Figures 2 and 3 show that the description in terms of z-representation 
demonstrates dearly scaling behaviour. The function H(z) for the lightest nucleus_- hydro
gen is universal one. The angular independence .of the cufve Hd(z) is verified to the extent 
the kinematic of the experiment [22] covers different angles of secondary particle produc
tion. The obtained results confirm z-scaling in pd collisions and reflect fundamental nature 
of the particle formation mechanism. The ratios of the characteristic (average) formation 
lengths ahf'~~:+ for the secondary particles produced in the reaction are given in Table 1. One 
can see that the relative hadronization length depends on the type of the produced particle. 

Table 1. Relative formation lengths of hadrons produced in pd-collision at the incident 
protori momentum p = 400 GeV /c 

ahf1r 

relative formation _length 

The dependence of the inclusive cross section Ecf3ajdq3 on the transVerse momentUm 
q1_ for the process p+ Ti-~ 7r+ +X at the incident proton momentap = 200,400 GeV fc is 
shown in Fig; 4(a). The data are represented in terms of the scaling Hri(z) as a func~ion 
of the variable z in Fig. 4{b). 

Similar dependencies for the different target- tungsten (A=184) are presented in Figures 
5(a) and 5(b). The functions HA(z) for both nuclei manifest the energy independence in 
.contrast to the behaviour of E<Pajdq3 as a function of qJ... So far.the kin~matic of the 
experiment (22)-covers different angles of secondary particles, the curves HA(z) in Figures 

·4(b) and_5(b) demonstrate their angular independence as well. It is irilportant from our 
point of view to verify the-flavour dependenCe of HA(z) for'heavy. nuclei (Ti, W). 

The obtained results give us strong argument to use z-scaling formalism for the analysis 
of experimental data on inclusive cross sections· in- pA -interactions. We ,would like to 
remember that -for N N collisions _z,.scaling in the proposed form is valid for ihe energy 
Js > 30 GeV [13]. It is reasonable to assume that similar-restriction will\le valid in the 
proton-nucleus collisions. 

The A-dependence of the scaling functions HA(z) for different nuclei is presented in Fig. 
6. The atomic numbers of the nucleus p, d, Ti and W are 1, 2, 48 and 184, respectively. 
All the functions coincide with each other _in the range z < 1. The transverse momenta of 
the particles produced in this region_ are relatively small (qi < 3-4 GeV /c). According 
to the result we conclude that the hadronization mechanism in this range is the same for 
both pp and pA colliSions. The A-dependence of the scaling functions is manifested in the 
range z > 1. The values of HA(z) for heavy nuclei-Ti, W fall steeper than for the proton 
p and deuterium d. In the range z > 1 the functions HA(z) decrease with the increasing 
atomic number A. The result reflects the influence of nuclear matter on particle formation 
process - the decreaSe of formation length with growth of the atomic number in thi's -z
region. This corresponds to the idea that the nuclear medium· affects mostly the particles 
whose formation takes place on relatively large scales. 

As a result, we have found that the behaviour--of H(z) 'for proton-proton and HA(z) 
for proton-nucleus collisions are similar. We assume that the _effect of formation length 
decreasing is due to influence of hadronic phase of the nuclear matter. The presence of the 
nuclear matter in this·form intensifies the "dressing" -of bare parent parton and accelerates 
its transformation into the real hadron. On the other hand, if QGP wi.ll be created in the 
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instant of the collision, this should result in_incre.1se of the formation lengths on which the 
observed particles are formed.- The QGP Srilelts the "coat" of ''dressing, parton and the 
smelting process slows· down the particle -formation. 

-We- have-used -the' ratio 

H,.:(z) 
RAfd(z) = Hd(z) (27) 

for the stUdy-ofA~dependEmce of the sCalirig function HA(z). The dependence of the ratio 
RAfd(z) on z for nuclei Ti and W is shown in Fig. 7. One can see that the nuclear effect 
grows with z for both nuclei. We assume, therefore, that study of A-dependence of the 
hadronization process in the high z-range will be preferable. The values of the RAfd(z) 
ratiO for Ti(A = 48) and W(A = 183) at z = 3_ differ from each other about the order of 
inagnitude. 

In order to construct the scaling function HA(z) for particle production in pA inter
actions, it is necessary to kriow- the values Of the average multiplicity density dN / d7J of 
(charged) secondarieS ProdUced in pA colliSioD.s at 7J = 0 as a function of the energy Vi
The strong sensitiVity of the z-scaling in. hadron-hadron collision on the energy- depen
de'nce-_Qf _dNf_dqlrr==o(-s_) wa.s found in-[13f, At pre~?ent _there_ are no experimental data on 
dNfdql 11= 0 (s) for pA collisions at high enough energies (Js '> 30 GeV). Therefore, we 
have used the Monte Carlo code HIJIN.G [23, 24] to_ determine the energy dependence 
of the multiplicity densities of charged- particles for differ_ent nuclei ( Al,_Ti, W, Au). The 
atomic numbers of the nuclei_ cha,nge from 27 to 197. The ·results of the calculations of 
dN/d7JI 11=0(s) as a function of Vs for pA andpp interactions are shown in. Figure 8. The 
densities of charged particles dN/d7JI.,=o(s) were _averaged over the impact parameters b 
(0 < b < 10) in pA collisions and have been parameterized in theform: 

dN f d~l•=•( s )<>'0.67· Ao.1s.8o.1os. (28) 

The fit dNfd~l.=o(s) = 0.74s0
·
105 for pp or pp collisions has been used in [20, 211. The 

comparison of the mUltiplicity d{mSities for pA- and zjp- collisions showS :th~t the energy 
dependence for both cases is determined by the Pomeron trajectOry: With b.. ~- a:(O)-
1 ~ 0.105. -Therefore, the systematic investigation of s~dependence of multiplicity density 
dN/~7JI.,=o(s) both for pp,-pA, and AA collisions allow us to study the A-dependence of 
mechanism due to single and multiple Pomeron exchanges. It is very important from our 
point of view to perforrri the dired measurements of the multiplicity densities of charged 
particles produced in pA collisions. The results allow us to- verify the Monte Carlo code 
used as welL 

To study_z-scaling in pA interactions, we applied HIJING COde to· simulate pAu Collisions 
at fi = 200 GeV /n. The dependence of the scaling function HAu(z) on z for 1r+-mesons 
detected at the angles 0:;:::: 15°,90°, and 165° is shown in Figure 9.- -we found that the 
function HA .. (z) is independent of the angle 0, similar as for pp case [13]. It. means that in 
the kinematic range the code describes the proton-nucleus collision system as an ensemble 
of individual nucleon-nucleon collisions. We wou_Jd like to emphasize that the simulation 
results have been obtained in the. relatively low z-range (the transverse momentum q.1 
changes f~:om few hundreds MeV fc up to 1 GeV /c). It is reasonable to e?Cpect that the 
universality of z-scaling will m~ifest itself at high energies for secondary momenta larger 
then, say, q.1. > 0.4 GeV /c. The violation of the scaling according to the presence of nuclear 
niatter is of our interest at high transverse momenta (e.g. qJ.. > 5 GeV /c). The transition 
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to part on pha..'>C' of nuclear matter in 7JA collision corresponds to the joining of partons from 
different nudeous of nucleus knowu as a cumulative process [14. 25. 26]. Suc:h processes 
t·cm reveal themselves more prominent in the high momentum tail of the spectrum what 
corresponds Lo the large values of z. The comparison of the obtained results with future 
experimental data especially in this region is desirable. 

Finally. we present the simulation results of the pseudorapidity distribution of the 
mu\t.iplicit.y density of charg('d particles dNjd11 for the pAu c-ollisions at c.m.s. energy 
JS = 200 GeV/n in Fig. 10. The arrows correspond to the angles 0 = 15°.90°, and 
165° of tlw d(•tected particles (17 =-ln(tg(0/2)) is t-he pseudorapidity in the corresponding 
NN cm.s.). The distribution dNjd11 as a func'tion of 11 has an asymnwtiic shape. The 
nucleus and proton fragmentatiOn regions an· dear!~· distinguished-for 11 < 0 and for 1} > O, 
r<":>pedively. 

4 Results and discussion 

\~fe would like to describe tlw qualitative picturE" of tlw sc-enario propospd for ,·arious 
typl's of secondary particle production. Generally it is basC'd on tlw sclwm(' suggested in [13} 
for charged par~ ide production iu ppfpp collisions. We have shown that t.h('rt' is 11('\\" :>caling 
in iuclusive pa.rt.ide production a,t. high energies. The scaling function //{::) is ,nnin•rsal 
fuuction of tl;~ variable z. The fuuctions for diffPrent types of the produced partidt•s hen·<· 
the same form. They aw connected -by symnwtry transform3tion with parameters ahf;,+. 

Tlw fact.ors ahf~r+" ( h = 1r-, A"±) can be' interpr<'ted a.<~ ratio of charactcri$l.ic (<'.g. an•rage or 
maximal) formation _lengths for various hadrons. Tlw knowledg<' of the rdatiw• format:ion 
lf'ngth a 1•f~r+ of the observed particle allows us to rt'sf.or(' the corresponding scaling function. 

The vahw of the variable :: depends also on the factor 1:!..11.1, which W<' inlt'rpr<'l. as a. 
quantity proportional to the tension of tlw fornlf"d string. Let us look Bearer to. I his a.sp<'cl 
of our construct. ion. Particles are produ~ed t.o two kinematical regions: Oil<' characteri:.wd 
with high transverse momentaiJJ.. whic.h at high energit>s correspond to low ;r

1
.
1 

<_0.1 aud 
au other one with extremely high longit.udincd monwnta lfll which giws .r 1 (.r 1

) - I. and 
;c 1 + ;t2 ~ I. The first region is the central rq~ion of senmdary part. ide produd.ion a.nd i.he 
senmd Oil<-' is t.lw fragmentation region of one of tlw incoming objects. The depend<'nn· of 
:~:·1 and :r2 on Llw secondary particle mom<"nta q i;-:; illustrated in Figure ll(a-c}. Figures 
ll(a,b) and ll(c) show clear differenct' bc•tw<~<'ll :1· 1 and :1· 2 in t.lw fragnwnt.at.ion ·region'of 
the inComing proton, M1 (a) or nucleus M2 (b) and th<' central region (c). The kinematic 
range 0 < :i:· 1 , i2 < -1 is not forbidd<"n for frt'<' nudt>on-nudt>on inf.t·roct.ion. It is assHnH•d 
that nudcon-nndeus and nucleus-nucleus collisions with secoJI(Iar.\·.' producl.ion nwrdy wit.h 
:;uch kinematics an-~ ordinary nud('OJl-llttd<>on int<'raetions modifi<•d by nuclear mat.t.<•r in 
its hadronic phase. On the other hand, the kin<>mat.ic regions .i:2.> I aud .r 1 > J.;i·2.> I 
accessible iu pA <tnd/or AA collisions arc~ of spt>cial intt'rest for S<'arching th(' part on phase• 
of nud<>ar matt<>r. The featmes of pa1·tidi• production in pn•st'llc<'-of QGP slumld bt> 
manifcsl<'ti most prominent just here. 

The string- t.<~nl:iion in the central region is higller than in the fra.gment.at ion ont'. It 
corn~sponds to our ideas ahout the hadronization process in which the produn·d hare quark 
dresses itH<'if dragging out some-matt<"r (s('a qq pairs, gluons) from t.ht· vanmm forming :m 
a string. The string CO!ll\('ds t.he leading quark of t.hC' hadron 111 1 with t.lu• \'irt 1_1al ohjcd 
with t.he c•ffcdive mass {;t 1M 1 + ;t:2 M2 + m2 ). The momentum of this ohjPd. mmJH'nsalt•s 
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the ,high-momentum of the inclusive particle m 1 • Th_e _quark dressing in the central region 

is more intensive than that in the fragmentation region. In our opinion it can be .connected 

with- the substantially lower relative velocities of the leading quark to the vacuum in the 

central region than those in the fragmentation one. For the slowly moving quark it is more 

easy to obtain an additional mass. Such a quark is strongly decelerated with the string 

which -has--the high tension. Consequently,- the hadron generated frpm this quark is formed 

on smaller formation length. 
In presented scen<!-rio, we fo~us our study to the regime of local parton interactions 

of incident hadrons and nu<;lei_ at high energies and for secondary particle momenta q > 

0.4 GeV fc. In this regime parton distribution functions of incoming objects arc separated 

and, therefore, the scaling function H(z) describes the fragmentation process of produced 

partons into the observable hadrons. The nuclear matter influences the fragmentation and 

can intensify the process of dressing of bare quark due to-high density of the matter. There 

are two sources to obtain the mass for construction of hadron. One is the QCD vacuum of 

quark-antiquark pairs and gluons, an other- the nuclear field of the nuclei. The latter is due 

to meson (1r,p,w) fields. It is assumed that the dragging out of the mass from the nuclear 

field is· mofe easy- than from vacuum. Therefore the hadronization length in the hadronic 

phase of the nuclear matter should decrease. As mentioned above, the ha:dronization Of a 

bare parton with :_the' ~~sence __ the QG_P phase in_t_he _]J_A collisiOn sho~ld be_'rr10re intensive 

than in the elementary f>p c~llisi~n. The PrOCesS of draggi"Ug OUt some matter from vacuum' 

or nuclear field in the hitdrollic Phase is nOt dynamfC8Jly -balanced. The number of partons 

forming the ''coaC' of leading quark is-more larger- than number of partons destroying it. 

The~cfOrc the resultant bal<ince between iricoming au"d outgoing partons should enhanced 

the hadronization process. The CQJ;"!S~C:qllence of this is the decrease of the hadronization 

length. Our result on decreasing of the_hadronization-l~ngth for 1t"+~ineson production in 

the pA collision in coni.pariSon- with the ·pp collision supports partially this statement. 

We consider tha:t th~ i.n~uenc~ ofnudeclr mediuin for p~fticle production in pA collisions . 

with th~ formati"on of the parton (QGP) phase will he qualitatively different. The space

time evolution of the hadrOnization will be more compliCated here. The dynainkal balance 

betWeen number_ of incoming _and -outgoing" pintons forming the mass of hadron will be 

conserved. Therefore the melt of the hadron-"coat'1 _'will increase the hadronization length. 

As a result the enhance of the scaling function HA(z) for the pA collisions in comparison 

with the pp cOHisions may be observed. Such an increase can be considered as a Signal of 

QGP formation in production of par-ticles with high transverse momenta q.L. To verify the 

state_m_e_ot the _m_e~ur<~[l1~!l:~ C?LP~~_ticle_ prc)_~uction in the- high q.L kinematiC range in the 

pA collisions at high energies is nec~s~ary: - -

5 Conclusions 

The inclusive-particle production in-pA collisions at high· energies as well as the new 

scaling, z-scaling, are considered. The scaling function HA(z) is expressed via two ob

servables- the invariant inclusive cross section Ed3 CTjdq3 for the process p +A -)o h +X 

and the -multiplicity density dN/d'IJ(s) of particle production at pseudorapidity 'I] = 0 in 

the CorrespOnding nucleon-nucleon center-of-mass system. Results of analysis based on 

·available experimental data-give us argumenta that the z-scaling is valid for pA and pp 

collisions aS well. The scaling function HA(z) for the chosen nucleus (d, Ti, W) is indepen

dent of energy .JS and angle 0 in the considered kinematic region of particle production. 
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The A-dependence of scaling function HA(z) is investigated. It is found that the nuclear 

matter intensifies the hadronization process decreasing the hadroniZation length. The ob

tained results give the strong arguments that the z-scaling can be used to study transition 

regime from hadron tci quark-gluon matter in both hadron-nucleus and nucleus-nucleus col

lisions. We assume that the effect of quark-gluon plasma is the increase of produced particle 

hadronization length. It is proposed to study the effect in the kinematic ranges X2 > 1 and 

i:t, i:2 > 1 for the pA and AA collisions, respectively. The observed A-dependence of the 

z-scaling function HA(z) in the case of hadron-nucleus collisions we-interpret in the way 

that the available energy is not sufficient to create quark-gluon plasma in the considered 

experiments [22). 
We conclude that the z-scaling in pA and AA collisions reflects the general properties 

of parton-parton interaction in the nuclear matter and can be effectiVe tool tO search 

the signal of the formation and to study the space-time evolution of quark-gluon plasma. 

The-experimental verification of the_hypothesis on enhancement of the function H(z) for 

particle production in high Pl.- range in pA and AA in comparison with pp interactions 

at high energy (v'Snn > 30 GeV) will be possible in future experiments p~ed at RHIC 

(BNL) and LHC (CERN). 
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Appendix 

In the Appendix we present the results of calculation of the functions h1 and h2• Starting 

from the approximate expression (9) for the invariant cross section EJ!3CTjdq3 , we define 

the functions h1 and h2 as 

h,(x.,x2 ) = 4(dN(O)fdq)2 (M1 + M2 ) 2s-1 i)i)z i)i)z 
Xt Xz 

IJ'z 
h2,(x.,x,) = 4(dN(O)fdq)2 (M, + M2)'s-1z-

8 
I) . 

' Xt X2 

The equation (9) we rewrite .in the form 

(Al) 

(A2) 

Ed'O' = 
dq' 

1 (d,P(z) ,P(z) .· · . 
~ ~~~ • • .~,., trutn\11 ,., • ~·ht(Xt,Xz)+-z-·hz(xt,x2)). (A3) 

If the scaling v~riable z is determined by 

z = ,fS;f(D.M · dN(O)fdq), D.M = M1 + M,- m 1 - m2 - x1M1 - x 2M2 , (A4) 

the direct calculation of ht and h2 for M1 = M2 = M gives the result 
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h1 = {sx1x,[8'- (x1 - x,)'] +2M2
( xi- x2 )

2[6(6- x 1 - x 2 ) + 4x1x2 ] 

-4M4sc1(x1 - x,)'[6(6- 2xl- 2;,) + 4x1 x2]} • F-1 (A5) 

h2 = {sx1x2 [6
2

- (x 1 - x 2 )
2 + 4x1x2] + 2M2{(6- x1 -, x2)[(xi + xl)(x1 + x 2 )- 2x1x26] 

- +8x1x0(x1 .- x,)2
) +8M4 s-1 (x1 - x2 )

4
) • F- 1 , (A6) 

where F = [x1x2s+(x1 -x2 )
2M 2](6-x1 -x,)4 /4 and 6 = 2-'-(m1 +m,)/M,s = (P1 +P2 ) 2 • 

In the case of d!fferent masses of the incoming objects M 1 f- M 2 these expreSsions become 
_too_clumsy_and_-'?~ pr_esent_-them therefore in_c:t_l). ___ approxi"mate form -here. This can be 
obiaiUed bY ~vriting for z th~ expression (A4) with VB;,.._. vfx1x2s. Consequently, we get 
the relations 

=Ll.:_'_---=x!1~f:I_f_+:.._:4x::,_Ic:x:.:':_M::cic:M:;_';.-/-"(.::M::'Ic.+:_._:_M:::2~)
2 

ht = 
(L'J.- X off)' 

h, Ll.'- x~ff + 8x1x,M1M,f(M1 + M,) 2 

{Ll.- X off ) 4 

where Ll. =I- {mi + m,)f(Ml + M,) and Xoff = (x1M1 + x,M,)/(Ml + M,). 
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Figure 1. Scaling function-H(z) for charged particle production. Experimental data on 
inclusive differential cross sections for charged hadrons produced in pp or pp interactions 
at 8 = 90° andy'S =53 -1800 GeY are taken from Refs. {171 18

1 
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fit to the data. · 
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Figure 9. Simulation results of scaling function HAu(z) for 1!'+-meson production in 

pAu interactions at .JS = 200 GeV/n and for(}= 15°,90°, and 165°. 
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